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	PowerShell is a scripting language built into Windows Server 2008 R2 servers. PowerShell is designed to help you perform routine and repetitive tasks in a scriptable fashion. PowerShell helps alleviate many of the time-consuming and tedious tasks administrators have had to do in the past. You may have used various scripting technologies over the years to accomplish these tasks; however, in PowerShell 2.0, you have a better tool than you have ever had when working with Microsoft environments. PowerShell 2.0 was launched with the release of Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2. You can now leverage tons of new built-in capabilities to help make administering your server easier. It is quickly growing to become the scripting tool of choice for Microsoft operating systems and applications. In many cases, PowerShell has replaced former command prompt tools or has been incorporated into new tools. PowerShell provides a common language you can use to manage any of your Microsoft infrastructure that supports PowerShell scripting.


	Learn to automate the top server operating system, Windows Server 2008 R2


	Windows PowerShell 2.0 allows you to automate nearly any task for managing Windows Server, going from dozens of clicks to a single command, and repeated tasks to automated tasks. Using screen shots and helpful exercises, this book walks you through the many benefits of automating Windows Server with PowerShell 2.0, such as allowing for scalable, flexible, and rapid deployments and changes; increasing cost effectiveness; providing a timely return on IT investment; lowering labor headcount; creating secure computing environments; and establishing reliable enterprise infrastructures. In addition, real-world examples provide reinforced learning, aimed at ensuring that you work as efficiently and effectively as possible by automating both simple and complex administrative tasks with Powershell 2.0.

	
		Explains how to automate both simple and complex tasks in Windows Server 2008 R2 with Powershell 2.0
	
		Addresses how Windows Server 2008 R2 comes with more than 550 cmdlets, allowing you to automate nearly anything
	
		Offers numerous real-world examples, end-of-chapter exercises, and helpful screen shots to reinforce your learning process



	The power is in your hands! Start working smarter, not harder, by automating Windows Server 2008 R2 tasks with Powershell 2.0.
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Inside the Mind of the Turtles: How the World's Best Traders Master RiskMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	“I like risk. I embrace risk.” -Turtle trader Curtis Faith


	Risk is scary, to be sure, but it's a fundamental aspect of the investing world. Without it, profit would not exist. The trick is to accept, anticipate, manage, and mitigate risk. In other words, master it.


	In Way of the...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 14 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2015

	Adobe Photoshop Elements 14 Classroom in a Book is the most thorough and comprehensive way for you to master all the new features in Adobe's top-rated consumer-targeted photo-editing software. Each chapter in this step-by-step, project-based guide contains a project that builds on your growing knowledge of the...
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Inter-cooperative Collective Intelligence: Techniques and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	This book covers the latest advances in the rapid growing field of inter-cooperative collective intelligence aiming the integration and cooperation of various computational resources, networks and intelligent processing paradigms to collectively build intelligence and advanced decision support and interfaces for end-users. The book brings a...
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Chase's Calendar of Events 2009 (Book + CD-ROM): The Ulitmate Go-To Guide for Special Days, Weeks, and MonthsMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	“The bible of special occasions.”--

	Los Angeles Times


	12,500 entries. 194 countries. 365 days.

	Find out what's going on any day of the year, anywhere across the globe!


	If you're looking to tie a promotional event into a historical milestone, schedule your next...
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Make It Work: Navigate Your Career Without Leaving Your OrganizationNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2005

	Learn how to stay where you are and do what energizes and engages you with this sophisticated yet profoundly practical guide to career fulfillment.

	

	Make It Work delivers expert advice and dozens of smart, easy-to-use tools to help you discover your passions, choose a direction, practice new skills, and do what you love...
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Economics For Dummies®, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Economics is all about humanity’s struggle to achieve happiness in a world full of constraints. Too little time and money is available to do everything people want. And things like curing cancer are still impossible because the necessary technologies haven’t yet been developed.


	But people are clever. They tinker and...
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